Introduction {#section1-1177271919829162}
============

Biomarkers in human health research {#section2-1177271919829162}
-----------------------------------

Biomarkers represent a type of Holy Grail in research. The concept that single or groups of analytes can illuminate and inform complex biological and disease processes continues to inspire countless researchers and their supporting institutions and investors. Biomarkers that can be measured reliably at low cost in accessible biospecimens have played significant roles in improving human health.^[@bibr1-1177271919829162]^ Many biomarkers now guide routine medical diagnoses through standardised testing processes that can continue to be refined and improved through ongoing research.

New biomarkers continue to be sought, particularly in the field of cancer.^[@bibr1-1177271919829162][@bibr2-1177271919829162]--[@bibr3-1177271919829162]^ The increasing molecular complexity of cancer sub-types, the costs of treatments and the periods of time during which patients can undergo treatment, and post-treatment monitoring, all provide numerous opportunities for reliable biomarkers to improve patient outcomes and/or reduce treatment cost and complexity.^[@bibr1-1177271919829162][@bibr2-1177271919829162]--[@bibr3-1177271919829162]^ Because of the cost of cancer treatments and the long periods during which patients may be treated, different types of biomarkers are required.^[@bibr1-1177271919829162][@bibr2-1177271919829162]--[@bibr3-1177271919829162]^ Biomarkers can enable disease diagnosis,^[@bibr1-1177271919829162],[@bibr2-1177271919829162]^ particularly in the era of personalised medicine where it is becoming increasingly apparent that molecular drivers may not always be obvious from the cancer phenotype. Biomarkers can predict patient survival,^[@bibr1-1177271919829162],[@bibr2-1177271919829162]^ and responses to treatment,^[@bibr1-1177271919829162][@bibr2-1177271919829162]--[@bibr3-1177271919829162]^ with a subset of biomarkers representing so-called companion diagnostics used to assign patients to molecularly targeted treatments.^[@bibr2-1177271919829162]^ Biomarkers can also enable disease monitoring,^[@bibr1-1177271919829162],[@bibr2-1177271919829162]^ allowing disease progression to be detected earlier and therefore treated more effectively.

Challenges in cancer biomarker research {#section3-1177271919829162}
---------------------------------------

Quality biomarker research relies on several key factors, including the selection of plausible candidate biomarkers, the availability of appropriate reagents and techniques with which to investigate these candidate biomarkers, and appropriate cohorts of fit-for-purpose biospecimens from informative and relevant populations in which to test these biomarkers.^[@bibr1-1177271919829162][@bibr2-1177271919829162][@bibr3-1177271919829162]-[@bibr4-1177271919829162]^ The search for cancer biomarkers has, however, been plagued by problems that have meant that outcomes from this field have not always met their expected promise.^[@bibr1-1177271919829162],[@bibr3-1177271919829162][@bibr4-1177271919829162][@bibr5-1177271919829162]-[@bibr6-1177271919829162]^ Some reasons for biomarker failure lie in the nature of cancer biology itself. Cancer is rarely the result of a single gene, protein, or cellular pathway, but instead involves many potential driver genes working in concert to produce complex, interwoven, and sometimes unstable phenotypes.^[@bibr2-1177271919829162],[@bibr7-1177271919829162]^ As such, it may be difficult to identify single or small numbers of analytes whose measurement accurately reflects very complex composite phenotypes.^[@bibr7-1177271919829162]^ It can be even more difficult for single biomarkers to outperform existing gold standard descriptors such as tumour stage and grade, which represent the combined action of many individual biological factors that have been operating over time periods ranging from weeks to decades.

Selection of new candidate cancer biomarkers {#section4-1177271919829162}
--------------------------------------------

A fundamental component of precision medicine and biomarker research is the selection of plausible or apparently promising candidate targets and biomarkers for analysis and further testing.^[@bibr1-1177271919829162][@bibr2-1177271919829162]-[@bibr3-1177271919829162],[@bibr5-1177271919829162][@bibr6-1177271919829162][@bibr7-1177271919829162][@bibr8-1177271919829162]-[@bibr9-1177271919829162]^ The selection of candidate biomarkers is of prime importance ([Figure 1](#fig1-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}), as candidate selection determines many aspects of subsequent downstream analyses and research resource allocation.^[@bibr2-1177271919829162],[@bibr3-1177271919829162],[@bibr5-1177271919829162],[@bibr6-1177271919829162],[@bibr8-1177271919829162][@bibr9-1177271919829162]--[@bibr10-1177271919829162]^ Investigating large numbers of candidate biomarkers also increases the likelihood of individual candidates reaching statistical significance through chance alone.^[@bibr6-1177271919829162]^ Any decision process that improves the selection of productive biomarker candidates, at the expense of incorrect candidates, could greatly improve the efficiency of the biomarker research pipeline ([Figure 1](#fig1-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).

![Five phases of biomarker development, shown as the biomarker research pipeline, adapted from Pepe et al.^[@bibr9-1177271919829162]^ The number of biomarker candidates within the pipeline (shown above the phase diagram) progressively reduces as candidate biomarkers are sequentially analysed, and a proportion of candidates are discarded. At the same time, the resources required to advance each candidate progressively increase (shown below the phase diagram). The selection of unproductive candidates at phase 1 may prevent more productive candidates from entering the pipeline.](10.1177_1177271919829162-fig1){#fig1-1177271919829162}

Plausible candidate biomarkers can emerge from a number of approaches. Protein targets of targeted therapies or components of affected downstream signalling pathways are obvious candidate biomarkers that can also serve as companion diagnostics.^[@bibr1-1177271919829162],[@bibr2-1177271919829162]^ Another approach is to mine the experimental results of high-throughput studies conducted in the field of interest. For example, genes that are found to be recurrently mutated or overexpressed may represent molecular drivers of cancer and may also represent prognostic biomarkers or agents for therapeutic monitoring.^[@bibr2-1177271919829162]^ When selecting biomarkers for follow-up, researchers may integrate the results of high-throughput studies with results from targeted analyses of the function of the gene or protein in question ([Figure 2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). These targeted studies may have examined the effects of overexpressing the gene and/or of knocking down or inhibiting its function in cancer cell lines and/or non-transformed control cell types. Multiple studies commonly suggesting that a candidate gene drives cancer phenotypes, either in a single cancer type or in different cancer types, could increase the priority of such a biomarker candidate ([Figure 2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). This may favour the selection of candidates supported by multiple lines of experimental evidence for further analysis to the possible exclusion of other candidates lacking such experimental evidence ([Figure 2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).

![Diagrammatic representation showing how the availability of research studies that support candidate genes can influence their selection to enter the biomarker research pipeline (phase 1, see [Figure 1](#fig1-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). Five genes (A-E) are shown. Genes A, B, D, and E are connected to functional studies (surrounding symbols) that support that gene as a candidate biomarker within a particular cancer type. Functional studies performed in different cancer types are shown as distinct symbols, with black symbols denoting bona fide published studies and purple symbols denoting fraudulent published studies. Without an understanding that genes B and E have been systematically targeted for the fraudulent production of manuscripts in series, genes B and E appear to be the best biomarker candidates and would be most likely to be selected for further biomarker studies. This decision could exclude genes A and D, which are supported by bona fide research, and which could in fact represent superior candidates.](10.1177_1177271919829162-fig2){#fig2-1177271919829162}

Research fraud and the selection of unproductive biomarker candidates {#section5-1177271919829162}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

A major reason for biomarker failure is the selection of candidate biomarkers based on inaccurate or incorrect published experimental results.^[@bibr5-1177271919829162],[@bibr6-1177271919829162]^ Incorrect research results that drive the selection of failed biomarker candidates are largely considered to derive from myriad forms of unintentional research error.^[@bibr5-1177271919829162],[@bibr6-1177271919829162]^ The additional possibility that biomarker research may be actively misdirected by research misconduct or fraud has been recognised,^[@bibr5-1177271919829162],[@bibr11-1177271919829162]^ but given comparatively little consideration in the biomarker literature.

Despite ongoing debate concerning the full definition of research misconduct, the deliberate falsification or fabrication of research findings are broadly recognised as fraudulent practices.^[@bibr12-1177271919829162]^ Research fraud in the form of data fabrication, falsification, and alteration is admitted by only a small minority of researchers,^[@bibr13-1177271919829162]^ leading to the perception that research fraud occurs rarely within the scientific community. However, publication retractions also provide a combined measure of research error and fraud, and as the numbers of retracted papers have risen sharply since the late 1990s,^[@bibr14-1177271919829162]^ the prevalence of research fraud may also be rising and/or underestimated.^[@bibr13-1177271919829162],[@bibr14-1177271919829162]^ Numbers of retracted papers are highest from countries which produce the most publications, namely, the United States and China.^[@bibr15-1177271919829162],[@bibr16-1177271919829162]^

As research falsification and fabrication are widely recognised to be incorrect practices, they are usually actively concealed by perpetrators and can be difficult to detect.^[@bibr17-1177271919829162]^ Research fraud is generally considered to be perpetrated by lone actors or teams and to be either driven by factors specific to the researchers themselves (eg, psychiatric illness or outlying research beliefs) or by how rare individuals respond to their research environments.^[@bibr17-1177271919829162][@bibr18-1177271919829162]-[@bibr19-1177271919829162]^ Research fraud driven by individual actors or teams can nonetheless give rise to many fraudulent publications, typically dispersed over years to decades.^[@bibr20-1177271919829162],[@bibr21-1177271919829162]^ More recently, it has been recognised that research fraud can also occur on a wider scale,^[@bibr22-1177271919829162][@bibr23-1177271919829162]--[@bibr24-1177271919829162]^ which this review will term systematic fraud. Although the drivers of systematic fraud have not been broadly investigated, fraud on a widespread scale would appear to have less to do with the psychology or behaviour of a minority of researchers, and more to do with the overarching research culture or professional environment.^[@bibr22-1177271919829162],[@bibr25-1177271919829162]^ By involving many more individual actors and research teams, systematic fraud has the potential to produce very large numbers of fraudulent publications.

A number of factors may render cancer biomarker research as particularly fertile ground for research misconduct and fraud. A major factor is the link between gene dysregulation and cancer. There are approximately 20 000 protein-coding genes in the human genome and a similar estimated number of non-protein-coding or non-coding genes.^[@bibr26-1177271919829162]^ It has been recognised that biomedical research focuses on only a small proportion of protein-coding genes, most of which were identified before the human genome was first sequenced.^[@bibr27-1177271919829162][@bibr28-1177271919829162][@bibr29-1177271919829162][@bibr30-1177271919829162][@bibr31-1177271919829162]--[@bibr32-1177271919829162]^ Most of the human genes therefore remain under-investigated and poorly understood from a functional perspective.^[@bibr29-1177271919829162],[@bibr31-1177271919829162],[@bibr32-1177271919829162]^ We are concerned that some under-studied human genes are being actively exploited for poor quality and possibly fraudulent published research.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

Under-investigated genes represent easy targets for low quality and fraudulent research. By definition, little is known about under-studied genes, so there are many literature gaps that can be filled by individual publications. For example, in the context of cancer research, most genes can be examined in different cancer types through the availability of corresponding cancer cell lines, potentially generating many individual publications around the functions of single genes.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Filling minor literature gaps is likely be enabled by the proliferation of specialty journals,^[@bibr34-1177271919829162]^ some of which may be willing to publish manuscripts of limited value by imposing less rigorous peer review standards. By definition, the lack of publications focussing on under-studied genes also renders the peer review process more challenging. Where a gene has been the subject of hundreds or thousands of publications, this generates a wider pool of expertise from which journal editors can select peer reviewers. In contrast, there will be comparatively few published experts with in-depth knowledge of under-studied genes. Most journal editors are aware of the difficulty in obtaining quality peer reviewers,^[@bibr35-1177271919829162]^ which may be more acute for manuscripts submitted to specialty journals.^[@bibr36-1177271919829162]^ Where suitable peer reviewers are already limited in number, this further reduces the likelihood of securing peer reviewers with relevant expertise about topics such as under-studied genes. In summary, the current landscape that combines (1) many thousands of under-studied human genes, (2) many individual biological or disease systems in which under-studied genes can be examined, (3) growing numbers of specialist journals seeking manuscripts to publish, (4) inadequate peer review standards at some journals, and (5) a lack of content-expert peer reviewers may unwittingly produce a fertile environment for fraudulent publications targeting under-studied genes.

Strikingly similar gene knockdown publications targeting human genes {#section6-1177271919829162}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

We have previously proposed that under-studied genes may represent templates for the systematic construction of fraudulent pre-clinical cancer research manuscripts, based on striking similarities between publications, combined with fundamental shared errors in experimental design.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ We reported 48 examples of publications that described the effects of knocking down a single human gene, typically in 1 to 2 human cancer cell lines that corresponded to a single cancer type.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ These publications were characterised by unusual levels of textual and organisational similarity.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ In each case, these 48 publications were authored by teams based in mainland China.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

In many respects, the single-gene knockdown papers that we described^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ superficially resemble many other gene knockdown publications that can be identified in the literature. The cohort of papers that we reported usually first demonstrate successful gene knockdown reagent transfection using green fluorescent protein (GFP) staining and then verify knockdown of the gene of interest at transcript and protein levels, typically using some form of reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and Western blot analyses ([Figure 3](#fig3-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ In some cases, the selection of gene of interest was supported by the analysis of protein expression in clinical patient cohorts, where the results of immunohistochemical analyses were compared with clinicopathological characteristics of the associated tumours and patients.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Papers then consecutively analysed the effects of gene knockdown using standard approaches such as cell proliferation and colony formation assays ([Figure 3](#fig3-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Another common experiment was the use of fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to analyse the effects of gene knockdown on cell cycle distributions, which can also specifically analyse the presence of cells in the sub-G~1~ phase as a marker for apoptosis ([Figure 3](#fig3-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Some papers included additional experiments such as assays of the effects of gene knockdown on cell migration and invasion and/or the detection of the levels of downstream cell signalling proteins through Western blot analyses. Some papers also reported the results of comparing the growth of transfected cell lines in vivo as mouse xenografts. Most of the results included in each paper supported the gene of interest playing a key role in the cancer models analysed,^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ in line with the published biomedical literature's recognised bias towards reporting successful experiments or positive results.^[@bibr42-1177271919829162],[@bibr43-1177271919829162]^

![Summary of the conserved series of experimental results shown in 5 *TPD52L2* knockdown studies,^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162][@bibr40-1177271919829162]--[@bibr41-1177271919829162]^ 4 of which have been retracted from the literature.^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162]--[@bibr40-1177271919829162]^ The order of conserved figures is shown vertically and figure panels within each figure are shown horizontally. The data that were shown (upper panels) and the purpose of the experiments (lower panels) are described for each individual figure panel.](10.1177_1177271919829162-fig3){#fig3-1177271919829162}

Despite their superficial resemblance to conventional gene knockdown papers, a detailed analysis of these papers revealed a number of unusual and concerning features.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ The first members of the publication cohort to be identified were 5 publications that commonly described the effects of knocking down the *TPD52L2* gene in breast, gastric, glioma, liver, and oral cancers, respectively.^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162][@bibr40-1177271919829162]--[@bibr41-1177271919829162]^ The *TPD52L2* gene was identified by one of the study authors (J.A.B.)^[@bibr44-1177271919829162]^ as the third member of the *TPD52* gene family.^[@bibr45-1177271919829162]^ As the *TPD52L2* gene had been the subject of approximately one paper per year since 1998, the appearance of 5 *TPD52L2* knockdown papers in less than 1 year^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162][@bibr40-1177271919829162]--[@bibr41-1177271919829162]^ seemed unusual. We noted that these 5 papers described a very similar series of figures in the same relative order ([Figure 3](#fig3-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ The 5 papers had in many cases also used identical RNA interference reagents for gene knockdown experiments ([Figure 4](#fig4-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

![Incorrectly identified short hairpin RNA (shRNA) sequences that were described in *TPD52L2* knockdown studies^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162][@bibr40-1177271919829162]--[@bibr41-1177271919829162]^ and other single-gene knockdown publications.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Nucleotide sequences are shown 5ʹ-3ʹ. Nucleotides that are identical to their indicated target according to blastn^[@bibr46-1177271919829162]^ search results are underlined. (A) *TPD52L2* shRNA, correctly used as a targeting sequence^[@bibr37-1177271919829162],[@bibr38-1177271919829162],[@bibr40-1177271919829162],[@bibr41-1177271919829162]^ and incorrectly used as a non-targeting sequence.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162],[@bibr37-1177271919829162],[@bibr39-1177271919829162]^ (B) *NOB1* shRNA, incorrectly used as a non-targeting sequence.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162],[@bibr38-1177271919829162],[@bibr40-1177271919829162]^](10.1177_1177271919829162-fig4){#fig4-1177271919829162}

Nucleotide sequence reagents form the foundation for gene knockdown studies, as every subsequent downstream experiment relies on correct nucleotide sequence reagents having been used to achieve gene knockdown. Because published nucleotide sequences are typically provided near or adjacent to a functional descriptor of the reagent, sequence identities can be cross-checked by performing independent blastn analyses.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162],[@bibr46-1177271919829162]^ In this sense, published nucleotide sequences represent verifiable facts through the precise relationship that exists between an individual nucleotide sequence, its genetic identity, and therefore its possible experimental use. Blastn analyses of nucleotide sequence reagents described by the 5 *TPD52L2* gene knockdown papers revealed that 4 of these papers were characterised by incorrectly described reagents, including 2 supposedly non-targeting RNA interference reagents that are predicted to target the *TPD52L2* or *NOB1* genes ([Figure 4](#fig4-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Mismatches between some blastn-confirmed reagent identities and their described experimental use rendered particular results impossible, such as obtaining opposing experimental results when the same *TPD52L2* short hairpin RNA was employed as both a targeting reagent and a non-targeting control ([Figure 4](#fig4-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162],[@bibr37-1177271919829162]^

Following the identification of 5 *TPD52L2* papers,^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162][@bibr40-1177271919829162]--[@bibr41-1177271919829162]^ other very similar publications describing the effects of knocking down individual human genes in cancer cell lines were identified using PubMed similarity searches and Google Scholar searches employing incorrectly identified nucleotide sequences as search queries.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Although each of these papers examined a single human gene in a single cancer type, the cohort included a number of papers that studied common genes. Just as the *TPD52L2* gene was analysed in 5 different cancer types,^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162][@bibr40-1177271919829162]--[@bibr41-1177271919829162]^ the publication cohort also included 8 other genes that were each examined in 2 to 6 different cancer types.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ An intertextual distance similarity threshold^[@bibr47-1177271919829162]^ was used to specify a minimum level of textual similarity between publications and a defined reference cohort and to compare the levels of textual similarity between the papers within the reported cohort.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Although the degree of textual similarity between particular studies suggested that text plagiarism had occurred in some cases, the cohort also featured very similarly formatted and presented figures, extending in many cases to the use of a common text font for figure annotation.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

Following the published description of 48 single-gene knockdown publications,^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ J.A.B. and C.L. wrote to numerous journal editors to express their concerns about the similarities between and errors within these and other papers. As a result, 17 publications^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162]--[@bibr40-1177271919829162],[@bibr48-1177271919829162][@bibr49-1177271919829162][@bibr50-1177271919829162][@bibr51-1177271919829162][@bibr52-1177271919829162][@bibr53-1177271919829162][@bibr54-1177271919829162][@bibr55-1177271919829162][@bibr56-1177271919829162][@bibr57-1177271919829162][@bibr58-1177271919829162][@bibr59-1177271919829162]--[@bibr60-1177271919829162]^ have been retracted, including 14 of the 48 publications originally described.^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162]--[@bibr40-1177271919829162],[@bibr48-1177271919829162][@bibr49-1177271919829162][@bibr50-1177271919829162][@bibr51-1177271919829162][@bibr52-1177271919829162][@bibr53-1177271919829162][@bibr54-1177271919829162][@bibr55-1177271919829162][@bibr56-1177271919829162]--[@bibr57-1177271919829162]^ Four other publications have been corrected,^[@bibr61-1177271919829162][@bibr62-1177271919829162][@bibr63-1177271919829162]--[@bibr64-1177271919829162]^ and 5 Expressions of Concern have been published,^[@bibr65-1177271919829162][@bibr66-1177271919829162][@bibr67-1177271919829162][@bibr68-1177271919829162]--[@bibr69-1177271919829162]^ with other journal investigations still ongoing. The list of retracted papers includes a 6th member of the *TPD52L2* publication series that examined the effects of knocking down the *TPD52L2* gene in lung cancer.^[@bibr60-1177271919829162]^ In addition to the papers reported by J.A.B. and C.L., another single-gene knockdown publication was recently retracted due to the use of an incorrectly identified nucleotide sequence reagent.^[@bibr70-1177271919829162]^

### Possible origins of highly similar single-gene knockdown papers {#section7-1177271919829162}

Based on the similarities between the single-gene knockdown papers that we described, we attempted to explain how such strikingly similar papers could have arisen.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Any explanation needed to account for the high degree of textual similarity, the description of very similar series of experiments ([Figure 3](#fig3-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}), the presence of highly similar figures, the repeated analysis of particular genes in different cancer types, and shared errors involving common, incorrectly identified nucleotide sequence reagents ([Figure 4](#fig4-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}), without obvious overlaps in authorship between studies examining common genes. Furthermore, as some experimental results were inconsistent with the verified identities of particular nucleotide sequence reagents, at least some experiments could not have been performed as described.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

Typically, scientific manuscript preparation benefits from close working relationships between authors, who either individually or collectively derive the data, compile the data into figures and tables and write the manuscript text. The involvement of key individuals who undertake multiple tasks (such as obtaining data, assembling figures, and writing the text) reduces the likelihood of incorporating errors that incorrectly reflect how experiments were conducted. In the cases of the single-gene knockdown papers that we described, the very similar appearance of figures, combined with inconsistencies between data descriptions versus the data displayed in figures, suggested the possible uncoupling of the production of figures and text.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ This could arise if the figures and text were being assembled by different individuals or independent groups. Furthermore, the errors included in these papers also suggested the involvement of individuals with an incomplete understanding of the work described. We hypothesised that these features could be consistent with investigators publishing data that had been obtained from third parties.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

The possibility that academics and medical doctors in China and other countries may publish results obtained from undeclared third parties has been discussed within the literature over the past 5 years.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr71-1177271919829162][@bibr72-1177271919829162]-[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^ Research publication targets or quotas imposed on University academics and medical doctors have been proposed to be largely responsible for driving a significant market for 'assisted' manuscripts in China.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr71-1177271919829162][@bibr72-1177271919829162]-[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^ The organisations supplying undeclared data and/or manuscript content have been variably referred to as education companies, biotechnology companies, or paper mills.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr71-1177271919829162],[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^ Although we recognise that the functions of these organisations may not be identical,^[@bibr71-1177271919829162]^ we will refer to these organisations as paper mills henceforth.

While studying the operations of covert organisations such as paper mills is clearly challenging, it has been claimed that researchers may obtain a number of products or services from these companies.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr71-1177271919829162],[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^ As possible examples, researchers may pay to have their name added to an existing manuscript,^[@bibr71-1177271919829162]^ or for data that may be written up with or without assistance from paper mill staff,^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^ or for supplied data and a fully written manuscript.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr71-1177271919829162],[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^ Importantly, the retraction notice for one publication within the *TPD52L2* paper series claimed that the described experiments had been outsourced to a biotechnology company.^[@bibr37-1177271919829162]^ This retraction links the possible involvement of undeclared third parties with the data described by single-gene knockdown papers.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

Due to the difficulty in investigating paper mill activities, it is not known whether data supplied by these companies reflect the results of bona fide experiments, data manipulation, and/or data invention. However, the improbable results described by some single-gene knockdown papers mean that it is very unlikely that the associated laboratory experiments were performed as described.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Indeed, given the high costs of generating laboratory research data using multiple techniques with the required number of technical replicates, content fabrication would appear to be the quickest and cheapest option for paper mills that aim to profit from selling experimental data and results.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

### A possible 'theme and variations' approach to content generation {#section8-1177271919829162}

The requirement for some academics and medical doctors in China to publish multiple research articles per year could create a very significant demand for 'assisted' manuscripts.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^ Furthermore, the involvement of medical doctors as paper mill clients^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^ could lead to a focus on research manuscripts that are relevant to human disease. Building on this possibility, we believe that features of the single-gene knockdown publications that we have studied could be consistent with a new and highly concerning form of systematic research fraud that employs a 'theme and variations' model for content generation ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ From our work to date, we believe that paper mills may build scientific content around under-studied human genes which could serve as individual 'themes' ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ The active targeting of human genes that have been subjected to limited functional assessment would then permit each gene to be investigated in multiple different cancer types, potentially leading to many manuscript 'variations' ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). This 'theme and variations' model could account for many poor-quality publications that commonly describe the effects of targeting the functions of single under-studied human genes.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

![Overview of the proposed key features of the construction of fraudulent manuscript series by paper mills using a 'theme and variations' approach. The 'theme' shown is an under-studied human gene which is examined in different cancer types to produce a number of manuscript 'variations'. The existence of thousands of under-studied human genes means that this process could be repeated many times to produce large numbers of fraudulent manuscripts and ultimately publications.](10.1177_1177271919829162-fig5){#fig5-1177271919829162}

Although the process of data fabrication has been described as requiring significant time and resources,^[@bibr17-1177271919829162]^ the data presented in single-gene knockdown papers would be easy to fabricate at scale. Data shown in graphical format (demonstrating, for example, changes in gene transcript levels, cell proliferation over time, and cell sorting results in response to gene knockdown) could be created by simply typing data into programmes such as Excel. The creation of figures showing digital images could also be achieved at scale using digital image banks, which could either be created by the paper mill or accessed externally. Data image banks could include macroscopic images (eg, bands detected through Western blot analyses, nude mice bearing tumour xenografts, and associated excised tumours) as well as microscopic images (eg, immunohistochemical staining of tissue sections, cultured cells with and without specific staining, and images from cell migration and invasion assays). The derivation of or paid access to data image banks would be justified if these were used to create many individual manuscripts, and their use could explain the repeated description of particular experimental approaches across different publications ([Figure 3](#fig3-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). Selected images could be assembled into figures and annotated by staff working for the paper mill, which would also explain recurring figure annotation styles, such as the repeated use of a particular text font.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ In addition to creating figures, the accompanying manuscript text could also be written by researchers employed by the paper mill.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162]^ The repeated inclusion of common incorrectly identified targeting sequences as non-targeting sequences ([Figure 4](#fig4-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}) could flag that paper mills contribute to manuscript text, at least by providing text for the methods section. The repeated appearance of nucleotide sequence reagents could also suggest that these reagents are selected from internal databases of RNA interference reagents and PCR primers.

### How 'theme and variations' manuscripts may evade detection {#section9-1177271919829162}

Particular features of the production of manuscripts in series could reduce the likelihood of their being detected through editorial practices and peer review ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Single-gene knockdown papers describe widely used and accepted experimental approaches^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ and could therefore appear sound to peer reviewers focussing on the technical aspects of described experiments. As described above, targeting under-studied genes or biological processes may reduce the likelihood that specific content errors will be detected during peer review, due to the lack of available content expertise and/or perceived poor reviewing standards at targeted journals ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). Paper mills could provide content recipients with information about target journals with vulnerable manuscript screening and/or peer review standards, and paper mills have also been alleged to submit manuscripts on behalf of authors.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162]^ Paper mills directing manuscript submissions could be particularly advantageous in the case of series of related manuscripts. For example, a co-ordinated submission approach could ensure that most manuscripts constructed around a common gene are submitted to different journals.^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162][@bibr40-1177271919829162]--[@bibr41-1177271919829162],[@bibr52-1177271919829162],[@bibr59-1177271919829162][@bibr60-1177271919829162][@bibr61-1177271919829162]--[@bibr62-1177271919829162],[@bibr64-1177271919829162]^ Simultaneous construction and then submission of highly related manuscripts to different journals could also prevent unusual similarities from being detected during the peer review process.

The deliberate targeting of lower-ranked, specialty journals may present further advantages for the producers of fraudulent scientific content. Although most researchers want their papers to be read and cited, these could be secondary considerations for researchers attempting to meet career publication goals.^[@bibr74-1177271919829162]^ Hiding fraudulent publications within what has been termed 'the long tail' of research^[@bibr75-1177271919829162]^ might avoid attracting wide attention to individual publications, which could in turn attract attention to publication series as a whole. This would be further facilitated by these papers targeting under-studied genes, where a limited peer review community might equate to fewer readers. Publishing at least some members of publication series behind journal paywalls may also reduce their visibility to text mining approaches.

### Theme and variations manuscripts as 'reverse salami slicing' {#section10-1177271919829162}

The proposed construction of manuscript series around different genes across multiple cancer types shares some features of what has been termed 'salami slicing' of publications.^[@bibr20-1177271919829162],[@bibr76-1177271919829162],[@bibr77-1177271919829162]^ This questionable practice involves dividing results that could be reported in a single manuscript across multiple smaller manuscripts and is believed to be encouraged by academic reward systems that favour publication quantities over quality.^[@bibr76-1177271919829162]^ The data described in these individual publications may be otherwise sound, although limited in scope.^[@bibr77-1177271919829162]^ In the approach that may be taken by paper mills, the lack of prior publications within a field could create the opportunity to generate many small, related studies using a 'theme and variations' model ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, rather than dividing a larger body of work into smaller publishable units, which is the model of conventional salami slicing,^[@bibr20-1177271919829162],[@bibr76-1177271919829162],[@bibr77-1177271919829162]^ paper mills may deliberately construct small but related papers around a common focal point, such as the function of a human gene in cancer.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ As fraudulent manuscript series are likely to be constructed as multiple small publishable units, as opposed to being divided into such, the fraudulent construction of manuscript series could be viewed as salami slicing in reverse.

In addition to possibly involving fraudulent data construction, reverse salami slicing would be expected to show other differences from conventional salami slicing.^[@bibr20-1177271919829162],[@bibr76-1177271919829162],[@bibr77-1177271919829162]^ When a larger body of work is divided into smaller manuscripts by one or more authors, the individual papers will be published by at least some shared authors.^[@bibr20-1177271919829162],[@bibr76-1177271919829162]^ In this way, papers generated through conventional salami slicing share both highly related topics and common authorship, and these combined attributes allow salami-sliced publications to be recognisable within the literature.^[@bibr20-1177271919829162],[@bibr76-1177271919829162]^ While this issue needs further research, our work to date suggests that single-gene knockdown papers that examine the same gene in different cancer types do not feature common authors.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ This possibly fraudulent type of salami slicing is consistent with content being generated by a third party such as a paper mill and then distributed to different author groups, possibly according to their stated cancer research interests ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). For example, it would be more logical for paper mills to provide manuscripts concerning gene function in colorectal cancer to recipients from clinical departments that focus on gastrointestinal cancers, as opposed to other cancer types. This lack of shared authorship, combined with concordance between research topics and authorsʼ departmental affiliations and past research interests, could render reverse salami slicing to be less easily detected ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).

Consequences for future biomarker research {#section11-1177271919829162}
------------------------------------------

The possible construction of fraudulent pre-clinical publications around individual under-studied human genes is of serious concern for several reasons. First, as there are some 20 000 protein-coding human genes alone,^[@bibr26-1177271919829162]^ most of which have been incompletely functionally annotated,^[@bibr27-1177271919829162][@bibr28-1177271919829162][@bibr29-1177271919829162][@bibr30-1177271919829162][@bibr31-1177271919829162]--[@bibr32-1177271919829162]^ this creates literally thousands of opportunities to construct fraudulent manuscript series around the functions of individual genes in different cancer types or other biological systems. As we have described above, producing manuscripts in series may also allow fraudulent manuscripts to be constructed more efficiently and therefore in greater numbers at less cost.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Many aspects of manuscript construction, submission, and publication could also be tailored to reduce the probability of fraud detection. Indeed, the more fraudulent manuscripts are produced by a paper mill, the more important evading detection is likely to become.

Most concerningly from a scientific perspective, series of apparently independent yet possibly fraudulent reports have the clear potential to misdirect future research ([Figure 2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ Large-scale content manufacture has occurred in other settings, notably through the SCIgen algorithm that creates nonsensical abstracts and manuscripts.^[@bibr22-1177271919829162],[@bibr47-1177271919829162]^ However, the lack of intrinsic sense in SCIGen publications means that they are largely inert contributions to the literature. In contrast, single-gene knockdown papers superficially resemble genuine studies and commonly report that their targeted genes are worthy of further, more clinically focussed research,^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ conclusions that may be unchallenged by other literature where under-studied genes are targeted. Therefore, despite the limited scope of individual single-gene knockdown papers, the broad recapitulation of their results across many different cancer types could reinforce their shared conclusions and encourage further research ([Figure 2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).

In the short term, fraudulent single-gene knockdown papers could provide biological evidence to support particular human genes entering the cancer biomarker research pipeline, possibly at the expense of superior candidates ([Figure 2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). As described above, multiple apparently independent studies that commonly show that a particular gene drives cancer phenotypes could favour the selection of such candidate genes for further analysis. Given the high existing rate of biomarker and drug development failure,^[@bibr1-1177271919829162][@bibr2-1177271919829162][@bibr3-1177271919829162][@bibr4-1177271919829162][@bibr5-1177271919829162][@bibr6-1177271919829162][@bibr7-1177271919829162][@bibr8-1177271919829162][@bibr9-1177271919829162]-[@bibr10-1177271919829162]^ the biomarker research pipeline cannot afford to deal with the additional problem of fraudulent pre-clinical research contributing to weak biomarker candidates entering the pipeline at its earliest stage ([Figures 1](#fig1-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). If future investigations confirm the widespread existence of gene knockdown studies that contain paper mill--derived data, it will be vitally important to be able to reliably identify these publications, both to distinguish such papers from genuine contributions and to deter their future publication. The following sections will therefore consider possible approaches to detect and ultimately deter the systematic fraudulent production of manuscripts that target individual genes.

Proposed solutions {#section12-1177271919829162}
------------------

### Improved awareness and peer review {#section13-1177271919829162}

There are numerous solutions that could help to combat the problem of fraudulent published research and the particular problem of fraudulent manuscripts produced in series. Research fraud is challenging to detect as unlike unintentional error, fraudulent practices are actively concealed by the parties involved.^[@bibr17-1177271919829162]^ However, the single-gene knockdown papers that have been described to date share numerous common features,^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ and unpublished data suggest that these features could be shared by many other papers. One approach is therefore to raise awareness of the features of single-gene knockdown publications, particularly among specialty journal editors and researchers who examine the functions of human genes. These individuals may be best placed to notice unusual manuscript or publication series, either through their exposure to large numbers of submitted manuscripts or through their detailed knowledge of the literature in their specific fields. Strategies to raise awareness could include publications describing the hallmarks of single-gene knockdown papers, further published research, the investigation of more individual papers by different journals and publishers, and the publication of Expressions of Concern^[@bibr65-1177271919829162][@bibr66-1177271919829162][@bibr67-1177271919829162][@bibr68-1177271919829162]--[@bibr69-1177271919829162]^ and retractions,^[@bibr37-1177271919829162][@bibr38-1177271919829162][@bibr39-1177271919829162]--[@bibr40-1177271919829162],[@bibr48-1177271919829162][@bibr49-1177271919829162][@bibr50-1177271919829162][@bibr51-1177271919829162][@bibr52-1177271919829162][@bibr53-1177271919829162][@bibr54-1177271919829162][@bibr55-1177271919829162][@bibr56-1177271919829162][@bibr57-1177271919829162][@bibr58-1177271919829162][@bibr59-1177271919829162]--[@bibr60-1177271919829162]^ where appropriate. Awareness of the possibility of systematic research fraud could also be raised among peer reviewers by adding specific questions to manuscript review checklists. Being asked to consider possible features of research fraud may allow peer reviewers to be more open to the possibility that manuscripts could describe falsified or fraudulent data.^[@bibr17-1177271919829162]^

Beyond the similarities that have already been described ([Figures 3](#fig3-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"} to [5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}), other features of single-gene knockdown papers could enable their detection. The possible simultaneous creation of manuscripts in series ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}), which we have argued would favour efficiency,^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ could also mean that highly related published papers may not cite each other. As checking the contribution of a manuscript relative to existing publications is a broadly accepted component of peer review,^[@bibr78-1177271919829162]^ manuscripts with features of single-gene knockdown papers ([Figures 3](#fig3-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"} to [5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}) that also do not cite highly relevant publications should represent yellow flags for editors and peer reviewers. These situations are particularly difficult to explain in the cases of under-studied genes, where failing to reference highly related papers cannot be excused by their being obscured by a wide body of literature.

Another feature of concern is the analysis of a gene in a particular cancer type where a very poor rationale is advanced for these analyses. Given the available amount of high-throughput data available from gene microarray, next-generation sequencing, and proteomics approaches, there is no shortage of data to cite in support of functional analyses of individual gene candidates.^[@bibr43-1177271919829162]^ It is therefore insufficient for a manuscript or publication to justify functional analyses simply because the gene of interest has never been studied in a particular cancer type. Pre-clinical and early biomarker studies that are not based on relevant, focussed preliminary data are very unlikely to generate biomarkers or pre-clinical research of any real-world value.^[@bibr4-1177271919829162],[@bibr6-1177271919829162]^ Pre-clinical study justifications should therefore be specific and tailored to either the predicted biological function of the gene of interest or outstanding issues relevant to individual cancer type(s). Journal editors, peer reviewers, and readers should therefore be sceptical of pre-clinical cancer biomarker manuscripts or publications that describe highly generic experiments that are poorly justified from either a biological or a clinical perspective.

Broader changes to editorial practices could also render manuscript and publication series more visible to journal editors and expert reviewers. The expanded use of central preprint servers could help to identify manuscripts that form part of existing or emerging publication series, recognising that opt-out possibilities would need to be restricted to prevent paper mills from simply avoiding such requirements. Automatic posting of submitted manuscripts to a centralised preprint server would also discourage the submission of the same manuscript to more than one journal, a tactic that may be used by paper mills to increase manuscript acceptance rates. Open and ongoing models of peer review may also allow publication series to be identified more effectively, particularly as awareness of fraudulent publication types grows.

### Content error detection {#section14-1177271919829162}

Although the previous section raised some approaches to detect research manuscripts and papers that may include undeclared third-party data, these are unlikely to represent stand-alone solutions. It will take time to build editor and reviewer awareness of manuscripts that have been fraudulently produced and for journals to implement policies to deter their submission. Furthermore, changes in journal editorial policies may not permit the detection of all fraudulent papers that already exist within the literature.

The challenge of inventing entire data sets means that fraudulent manuscripts or papers often contain errors that can facilitate their detection.^[@bibr17-1177271919829162]^ As we have already described, paper mills are likely to take a number of steps to produce plausible data sets and manuscripts, including employing postdoctoral researchers as expert content producers.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162]^ Nonetheless, the efficient generation of large numbers of error-free manuscripts will remain very challenging. Most researchers will attest that detecting factual errors in manuscripts typically requires both highly specific content expertise and attention to detail, requirements which may be broadly incompatible with the rapid generation of scientific content by paper mills. As evidence, single-gene knockdown papers have been found to contain errors, such as the description of contaminated and misidentified human cell lines,^[@bibr38-1177271919829162]^ and incorrectly identified nucleotide sequence reagents ([Figure 4](#fig4-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ The detection of these and other content errors may therefore facilitate the detection of papers and manuscripts that include content supplied by paper mills. Screening large numbers of manuscripts and publications will in turn require the application of semi-automated tools that have been designed to detect errors in research,^[@bibr47-1177271919829162],[@bibr79-1177271919829162][@bibr80-1177271919829162][@bibr81-1177271919829162]--[@bibr82-1177271919829162]^ particularly as peer review has been shown to be an ineffective means of detecting errors in test manuscripts.^[@bibr83-1177271919829162],[@bibr84-1177271919829162]^ Semi-automated tools present advantages of higher throughput, and their use may also lead to the discovery of new features of concern.

To increase the scale and efficiency of manuscript production, we have proposed that paper mills may use images from internal image databases ([Figure 5](#fig5-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). This practice could result in inadvertent image duplication within and between studies, particularly if large numbers of manuscripts are produced by an individual paper mill. Indeed, image duplication was cited as a reason for the retraction of single-gene knockdown paper to date.^[@bibr49-1177271919829162]^ A number of tools have recently been described to detect image reuse,^[@bibr79-1177271919829162],[@bibr80-1177271919829162]^ which may be useful to detect papers produced with the assistance of paper mills, as well as other causes of image duplication. The development of improved algorithms that can reliably identify highly similar figures may also help to identify members of fraudulent publication series.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^

A more prominent feature of single-gene knockdown papers is their description of incorrect nucleotide sequence reagents, which has characterised most of the highly similar gene knockdown papers that we have described ([Figure 4](#fig4-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ The repeated description of incorrect nucleotide sequence reagents suggests that these reagents may also be selected from internal databases. Although mismatches between nucleotide sequence reagents and their stated identities can be detected through cross-checking using search algorithms such as blastn,^[@bibr46-1177271919829162]^ checking such detailed information may be broadly incompatible with paper mill workflows.

A simple means to identify papers that have used common nucleotide sequence reagents is to employ nucleotide sequences as queries in Google Scholar searches.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ However, this approach is limited to searching for incorrectly identified nucleotide sequence reagents whose identities are already known. A second limitation of this approach is the variable formatting of nucleotide sequences within publications, and we have previously been unable to detect known instances of incorrectly identified nucleotide sequence reagents through Google Scholar searches.^[@bibr33-1177271919829162]^ A semi-automated approach to detect incorrectly identified nucleotide sequence reagents would present advantages of both increased throughput and the capacity for knowledge discovery. We have therefore written the Seek and Blastn tool to facilitate the identification of publications where the described identity of a nucleotide sequence does not match its described experimental status (manuscript in revision).^[@bibr85-1177271919829162]^ This tool is also freely available for researchers to access and test.^[@bibr86-1177271919829162]^

Future directions {#section15-1177271919829162}
-----------------

The possibility that paper mills in China and possibly elsewhere are producing fraudulent manuscripts relevant to human health requires urgent and focussed attention. This review has focussed on the possibility that human protein-coding genes might be deliberately targeted for the production of series of manuscripts that describe gene function in different cancer types. However, there is no reason for paper mills to restrict their attention to protein-coding genes. There are also more than 20 000 non-coding human genes,^[@bibr26-1177271919829162]^ most of which could also be studied in different cancer types or diseases, and some single-gene knockdown papers have indeed examined non-coding human genes.^[@bibr49-1177271919829162],[@bibr56-1177271919829162]^ Other genetic features such as gene polymorphisms, which vastly exceed the numbers of both protein-coding and non-coding genes, as well as other entities such as chemotherapeutic drugs and natural products, could equally be examined in multiple different cancer types or biological systems. The mass retraction of publications due to manipulated peer review included publications that examined non-coding human genes, human coding gene polymorphisms, chemotherapeutic drugs, and natural products, all in human cancer types, as well as other publications that tested candidate protein biomarkers in human cancer patient cohorts.^[@bibr24-1177271919829162]^ Shared topics between papers that were retracted due to compromised peer review,^[@bibr24-1177271919829162]^ combined with reported attempts by paper mills to actively manipulate peer review,^[@bibr16-1177271919829162]^ suggest that paper mills may target other entities beyond human protein-coding genes. If such manuscripts were to be produced at scale, fraudulent publications examining non-coding human genes, gene polymorphisms, cancer drugs, and candidate biomarkers could also seriously misdirect cancer and biomarker research.

Investments will be required to define the scale of systematic fraud targeting under-studied genes and other entities, to clear the literature of misleading publications and deter their future publication. At present, improving the integrity of the research literature is not a high priority for biomedical funding agencies, perhaps due to an underestimation of the problem of systematic fraud. Funds will be required to accelerate the development and implementation of semi-automated screening methods and fact-checking tools. However, the testing and use of semi-automated tools require human support, so incentives need to be extended to researchers to test and use these tools. These incentives could include dedicated career support and (re-)training opportunities. Many researchers would be highly motivated to correct the biomedical literature if these activities were valued as highly as original research publications.

While an improved capacity to screen unpublished manuscripts will prevent erroneous research from being published, the broader use of screening tools will have other consequences. The application of literature screening tools could generate large backlogs of publications for journals and peer reviewers to carefully re-evaluate.^[@bibr80-1177271919829162]^ Increased numbers of papers requiring post-publication review will require drastic improvements to existing slow and time-consuming post-publication review processes.^[@bibr21-1177271919829162],[@bibr87-1177271919829162]^ The use of semi-automated screening tools could therefore require journals to devote many more resources to post-publication review, which could encourage journals to actively invest in tool development and testing. This could be further stimulated by biomedical research agencies offering industry partnership grants with scientific publishing companies, to support collaborations between academic researchers and journals. However, the widespread implementation of screening tools is also likely to also encourage paper mills to become progressively more adept at evading detection. For this reason, policy measures will also be required to reduce the systemic pressures to publish that have been proposed to drive the paper mill business model.^[@bibr16-1177271919829162],[@bibr71-1177271919829162][@bibr72-1177271919829162]-[@bibr73-1177271919829162]^

On a more positive note, the recognition that under-studied genes and biological processes could be targeted for the production of fraudulent publications could also encourage more investment in basic research. The current focus on translational research places a greater priority on translating existing knowledge about gene function, as opposed to deriving new knowledge about the majority of human genes that have been studied to a limited extent.^[@bibr29-1177271919829162]^ Increased funding for discovery research to elucidate the functions of under-studied genes could accelerate a fuller understanding of the human genome, while also removing easy targets from being available for research fraud.

Summary and Conclusions {#section16-1177271919829162}
=======================

A key factor to improve the success rate of cancer biomarker translation is the more frequent selection of productive biomarker candidates at the earliest stage of the biomarker research pipeline ([Figure 2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}). Although it is widely accepted that incorrect published results lead to the selection of unproductive biomarker candidates,^[@bibr5-1177271919829162],[@bibr6-1177271919829162]^ this review has discussed a new threat to biomarker research, namely, the systematic targeting of under-studied human genes for the fraudulent construction of pre-clinical cancer research publications. This may involve paper mills providing research content or manuscripts describing the functions of under-studied human genes to researchers who publish these results without disclosing their origin. Such fraudulent publications both individually and collectively damage functional genomics research and therefore biomarker research, by generating incorrect information about gene function that appears to be relevant to human disease. This incorrect information will be most damaging where existing knowledge is limited ([Figure 2](#fig2-1177271919829162){ref-type="fig"}), which will likely be the case for most of the genes that are deliberately targeted.

In summary, systematic research fraud threatens the ethos of science, by undermining the trust required to build on past achievements. Research is therefore urgently needed to transform our awareness of and capacity to both detect and deter fraudulently produced research manuscripts and publications that target under-studied genes. Policy changes are also required to remove unrealistic and ultimately damaging publication quotas, particularly for academics and medical doctors with limited time for research. By combining increased awareness of the problem of fraudulent publications with improved screening and detection methods, we can take meaningful steps to improve the quality of biomarker candidates that enter the biomarker research pipeline at its earliest stage.
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